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bstract

The paper is devoted to the development of lithium-ion battery grade negative electrode active materials with higher reversible capacity than that
ffered by conventional graphite. The authors report on results of their experiments as related to the electrochemical performance of silicon-based
aterials for lithium-ion batteries. A commercial grade of spherically shaped natural graphite (FormulaBTTM SLA1025) was modified in a number

f different ways with nano-sized silicon. The reversible capacity of SLA1025 modified by 9.2 wt% of the nano-sized amorphous silicon was seen
o be as high as 590 mAh g−1. The irreversible capacity loss with this compound was 20%. Lithium-ion batteries using such material were observed
o display sharp capacity decay during prolonged cycling. In contrast, the reversible capacity of another experimental grade, the SLA1025 modified
y 7.9 wt% of the carbon-coated Si was as high as 604 mAh g−1. The irreversible capacity loss with this material was as low as 8.1%. This grade,
lso, was seen to display much better cycling performance than the baseline natural graphite.
A series of full lithium-ion rechargeable cells were developed in the CR2016 coin cell configuration. Higher specific capacity of graphite modified
y silicon was observed. This allowed decreasing graphite content in the lithium-ion cells by a factor of 1.6. The resultant lithium-ion batteries
fter optimization of their composition displayed approximately 20% higher gravimetric and volumetric specific energy densities than lithium-ion
attery based on conventional natural graphite.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The advantages of the lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) over tra-
itional battery chemistries have been widely recognized. A
articular interest to the end-user appears to be lithium-ion
hemistry’s high energy density (in excess of 150 Wh kg−1) [1].

Currently, lithium-ion technologies employ various forms
f graphite and/or graphitized carbon as active materials of
he negative electrodes. Attempts are being made to achieve
n practicality [2,3], and then to further exceed graphite’s spe-
ific capacity (whose theoretical value is 372 mAh g−1) which
ould result in a “leap-frog” increase of the specific energy

ensity of LIBs. Since their commercialization in 1991, much
ffort has been devoted to improve the performance of LIBs
esulting in almost doubling the energy density of commercial
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ells (the volumetric energy density has increased from 250 to
ver 400 Wh l−1) [4]. However, rapid development of portable
lectronic devices imposes a continuously growing demand for
ven lighter-weight and smaller-sized rechargeable batteries.
he further improvement of LIBs would become possible when

he application of new electrode materials with higher specific
olumetric capacity is adopted.

Recently, various materials (such as Si, Sn, Al [5–8],
etal oxides [9–11], hard carbons [3,12–14], etc.) capable of

eversible lithium storage have been investigated for the pur-
ose of increasing the specific capacity of the negative electrode
s well as full batteries.

Thus, it is known that silicon can form alloys with lithium
lectrochemically, allowing a composition of up to 4.4 Li per
i, potentially yielding an extremely large theoretical specific
apacity of 4200 mAh g−1 [15–17]. This value is significantly
igher than the theoretical capacity of graphite. Therefore, it is
ot surprising that there has been a considerable interest recently

n silicon based electrode materials. However, the limiting fac-
or to commercializing such materials is the large volumetric
hanges that occur during the charge–discharge cycling of
ilicon [16–18]. Also, its low conductivity results in a high
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rreversible capacity loss (a difference between the charge and
ischarge capacity on the first few formation cycles).

Multiple attempts have been made recently to solve these
roblems. Much effort has been devoted to investigation of elec-
rodes obtained by deposition of silicon-based films of different
ypes onto the current collectors [19–24]. On the other hand,
he capacity of a given cell size mostly depends on the active

aterials loading. The above-mentioned electrodes had a silicon
hickness in the range from 100 Å up to a few �m. Taking into
ccount the density (∼2.3 g cm−3) and the maximum capacity
4200 mAh g−1) of silicon, the maximum specific capacity of
uch electrodes could be less than 1 mAh cm−2 (due to lower
oading of active materials), which is several times lower than
he specific capacity of commercial electrodes based on graphite
4–7 mAh cm−2) [1].

Some research groups have taken a direction of modifying
onventional anode active materials, and later reported some
f these to be quite promising for application in practical bat-
eries. Specifically, combinations of carbon, silicon and some
dditional elements (such as, for instance, Sn and Sb) capable
f reversible reaction with lithium ions were reported as a way
o increase the specific capacity of electrodes [25–36]. It was
ound that dispersing ultra fine silicon particles within graphite
atrix and then coating the surfaces of Si particles provides an

ffective way to compensate noticeably for volumetric changes
37–40]. Some of these approaches have been applied, and then
urther successfully developed by Superior Graphite Co. (USA)
or manufacturing of various silicon–carbon–graphite compos-
te materials [41].

The goal of the present study was to assess the performance
apability of such materials, as well as to estimate a possible
ractical effect for their application in electrochemical devices.
n this study, the authors have focused on the application of two
ypes of modified silicon-based natural graphite synthesized in
he industrials facilities of Superior Graphite Co. Their electro-
hemical behavior is reported in the half cells, as well as for the
rst time in the full small-size lithium-ion rechargeable cells.

. Experimental/materials and methods

.1. Electrode materials

.1.1. Anode materials
The performance of thermally purified natural crystalline

ake graphite with high packing density, as well as that of its
erivatives, was studied in this work. The materials were man-
factured by Superior Graphite Co. (Chicago, IL, USA). Thus,
he baseline negative electrode active material was prepared
rom natural crystalline flake graphite obtained via flotation of
raphite concentrate and then purified by subjecting it to the
niform heat treatment at temperatures in excess of 2500 ◦C.
urified flake, in the subsequent stages of processing, was
educed in size by milling and classification technologies to the

egree that the resultant product ended up with spheroidally
haped particles with a mean particle size of 20 �m and fea-
uring increased packing density in excess of 0.85 g cm−3. The
ormulaBTTM SLA1025 grade was selected as a baseline for

(
A
C
D
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his investigation and the design of the lithium-ion battery. In
his paper, this graphite is denoted as SLA1025.

Silicon-based graphite was developed by Superior Graphite
o. in cooperation with Kiev National University of Technolo-
ies and Design. In order to produce a successful sample, several
ilicon deposition technologies were investigated with the pre-
ursor graphite. The most efficient technology chosen, which
esulted in the production of the desired nano-sized silicon
eposit, was a reductive decomposition of a silicon precursor
n the surface of graphite FormulaBTTM SLA1025. The perfor-
ance of this graphite is reported in this paper with the sample

eing denoted as SLA1025/Si.
The second silicon-based graphite was prepared by coating

LA1025/Si with a poorly graphitic carbon coating using stan-
ard in-house particle surface coating technologies of Superior
raphite Co. [42]. In further references throughout the paper

his sample is denoted as SLA1025/Si/C.
The silicon content in the final material was determined by the

nalyses of the ash content of graphite materials after oxidation
n an oxygen atmosphere. This method is based on the assump-
ion that the materials contained only Si and C. The calculation
f the Si content was based on the change in weight during oxi-
ation of graphite material when heated in the oxygen flow at
50 ◦C. The amount of Si was calculated in accordance with the
ollowing equation:

i + O2 = SiO2 (1)

The ash content for the SLA1025 was considered to be zero,
ecause this value was negligible (less then 0.05 wt%). Thus, the
amples of SLA1025/Si and SLA1025/Si/C contained 9.2 wt%
nd 7.9 wt% Si, respectively.

.1.2. Cathode materials
In this work, a commercial grade of lithium cobalt oxide man-

factured by LICO Technology Corporation (available through
red Materials International, Inc., New York, NY, USA) was
sed. The commercial grade L210 was selected for inves-
igation and design of the lithium-ion battery. L210 grade
as synthesized from the battery grade chemicals Co2O3 and
i2CO3. This material has a narrow particle size distribu-

ion (D50 = 10–12 �m) and high tap density (2.7–2.95 g cm−3).
he material was designed for the high capacity lithium-ion
attery.

Different percolating materials were investigated in order to
repare a high performance cathode. The following graphite–
arbon materials have been tested as conductivity enhancement
dditives: thermally expanded graphite [43] ABG1015, ABG-
4, ABG1005 (the later having mean particle size of 5 �m) and
00 nm size PUREBLACK®205-110 Carbon (a new material
n the battery market, best described as nano-sized partially
raphitized carbon black [44]). All of the conductive diluents
USA). Experiments were also run with Pred Materials’ graphite
B 065M (grade KS-6) and AB 222M (grade SFG-6) from TIM-
AL Ltd. (Switzerland), and a carbon black (grade EO-1) from
neprodzerzhinskii coke-chemical plant (Ukraine).
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rounded-edge particles of the baseline natural graphite SLA1025
with a mean particle size of approximately 20 �m.

The general appearance of the SLA1025/Si composite is
given in Fig. 2(b). An analysis of this figure shows that: (i)
00 V.G. Khomenko et al. / Journal o

.1.3. Negative and positive electrode preparation
The active materials were mixed with the amount of 7–9 wt%

olyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in N-methylpyrrolidine (NMP)
olution. The mixture was agitated by using a high shear mixer.
he resulting slurry was cast onto a metal foil (0.015 mm thick
l in the case of positive electrodes, and Cu in the case of nega-

ive electrodes), and a doctor blade with a gap opening of 254 �m
as used to define the maximum thickness of the freshly coated

ayer. The resulting film was dried at 120 ◦C under the air flow,
n order to evaporate the NMP. The electrodes were compacted
o the desired density by means of calendaring. After com-
action, the electrodes were dried again under a primary vacuum
t 120 ◦C in the time frame of 12 h. The active loading of the
node and cathode was in the range of 6–12 and 15–30 mg cm−2,
espectively. The thickness of the electrodes was monitored
ith a Mitutoyo (Japan) micrometer. The thicknesses of the

lectrodes were in the range 0.06–0.10 mm. The average den-
ity of graphite layer was in the range of 1.4–1.6 g cm−3.
he average density of cathode layer was kept in the range
.3–3.2 g cm−3.

.2. Materials characterization

The SLA1025 grade and Si-modified graphite samples as
eceived have been characterized by X-ray. The silicon powder
99.8 wt% purity) was ball milled in a specialized chamber under
r atmosphere using carbide tungsten balls. Then Si powder was
ounded with a mortar and pestle to break apart agglomerated
articles before X-ray characterization.

X-ray diffraction analysis of the powder was conducted in a
hilips X’pert X-ray diffractometer using Cu K� radiation.

The microstructures of these materials were examined using
transmission electron microscope (CM 20 Philips) and a scan-
ing electron microscope JEOL JSM-6320F.

.3. Electrochemical characterization

The disc electrodes having a diameter of 16 mm were cut out
f the coated film cast onto metal foil current collector using
punch. The coin cells (CR2016 standard size) were assem-

led in a glove box filled with argon (Unilab model, MBraun,
SA). The following procedure was employed: (i) the electrode
as placed in the bottom can; (ii) ∼19.5 mm diameter sepa-

ator TEKLONTM EDEX separator (manufactured by ENTEK
embranes LLC, USA) was placed on the face of the elec-

rode and affixed to it by a polypropylene o-ring gasket, (iii)
he electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in a 1:1 volume mixture of ethy-
ene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) provided
y MERCK, Germany) was spread on top of the separator;
iv) the nickel grid (∼14 mm diameter) was welded to the
op cap of the cell. After that, a 16 mm diameter Li disk was
laced on the Ni grid of the cap. In the case of a mockup
f a full lithium-ion cell, the Ni spring was placed in the cap

f the cell (the spring was not used in the case of the “half-
ells”, where a Li foil counter electrode was used); (v) the
oin cell was compressed and sealed using a coin-cell crimping
evice.

F
m
r
g
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Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling was performed using
32-channel automatic battery tester and battery cycler (MSTAT
2 from Arbin Instruments, USA).

. Results and discussion

.1. Physico-chemical characterization

.1.1. XRD investigation
The X-ray diffraction patterns of the SLA1025, Si based

raphites and that of pure Si are shown by Fig. 1. In accordance
ith the X-ray characterization, different crystalline structures
f Si were defined for the SLA1025/Si and SLA1025/Si/C com-
osite materials. The SLA1025/Si samples mostly contained
i in the amorphous form, which is expected to occur due to

he high-temperature decomposition of the Si precursor. The
LA1025/Si/C contained crystalline Si. The diffraction peaks
f the Si and the SLA1025/Si/C samples were similar to the
ey diffraction peaks, typical for powdered crystalline Si (note-
orthy is the lower intensity of the characteristic peak in the
LA1025/Si/C sample due to the low content of Si in this
ample). It should be mentioned that all graphite samples con-
aining Si resulted in no change in the crystalline structure of the
raphite. The diffraction peak (0 0 2) is seen to be well defined
or all graphite grades. This suggests that the deposit of Si on
he graphite is similar to a coating, rather than to a doping on a

olecular level.

.1.2. SEM investigation
Fig. 2 reveals scanning electron microscope images of the

aterials under investigation. Thus, a photomicrograph refer-
ing to Fig. 2(a) depicts a spheroidal morphology and the
ig. 1. XRD pattern of: (1) silicon powder; (2) as-received natural graphite
odified by 9.2 wt% nano-particles of silicon (sample SLA1025/Si); (3) as-

eceived natural graphite modified by 7.9 wt% carbon-coated silicon-natural
raphite composite (sample SLA1025/Si/C).
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of the carbon coating on SLA1025/Si/C material. The presence
of the dark field on the TEM image of the carbon-coated silicon
nano-composite suggests that Si particles have shrunk to sizes
ig. 2. Scanning electron microscope images of purified rounded-edge natural
t different magnifications (b and c); carbon–silicon-natural graphite composite

i was decomposed on graphite in the form of nano-particles,
hich formed a coating, rather than acting as a dopant, thus

upporting an earlier conclusion from the XRD tests (Fig. 1) on
he nature of SLA1025/Si compound; (ii) silicon was deposited
nto the bulk graphite quite uniformly.

Fig. 2(c) depicts a fragment of SLA1025/Si compound at a
igher magnification than what is shown by Fig. 2(b) (12,000×
ersus 800×, respectively). From Fig. 2(c), the size of the sil-
con deposit can generally be estimated, which is in the range
f 50–1000 nm. Despite macro-scale uniformity evident from
ig. 2(b), it can be seen that on a micro level, particles of silicon
ere lumped together—a typical result, which can be confirmed
y the crystal growth theory for uncompleted metal coatings.

The SEM of a typical fragment of the SLA1025/Si/C com-
osite can be seen in Fig. 2(d). A comparison of the appearance
f materials given in Fig. 2(c and d) at similar magnification
12,000×) suggests that the stabilizing carbon coating uniformly
overed both the flake core and the silicon particles on the sur-
ace. It is further seen that during the process of application of
tabilization carbon coating, the silicon agglomerates depicted
n Fig. 2(c) were broken down and individual crystals of silicon
ere smeared onto the surface of graphite, while some “excess”

ilicon appears to have been knocked out from the SLA1025
ore and lost (a parallel evidence for this observed in the previ-
usly reported experiments on determining the concentration of
i in SLA1025/Si and SLA1025/Si/C).

.1.3. TEM investigation
The microstructure of SLA1025/Si and SLA1025/Si/C com-

osites was examined using transmission electron microscopy
TEM) combined with selected area diffraction. The TEM

icrographs of Si nano-particles in the SLA1025/Si sample are

hown by Fig. 3. The silicon particles appear to be shaped as
alls (many of which are sized at less than 100 nm diameter),
nd form long aggregates. The selected area diffraction pattern

F
S

lline flake graphite SLA1025 (a); silicon-coated natural graphite SLA1025/Si
1025/Si/C (d).

see insert in Fig. 3) does not exhibit a clear ring pattern, indi-
ating the amorphous nature of Si particles. The TEM of the
arbon-coated silicon–graphite composite (which is identified
s SLA1025/Si/C) is shown by Fig. 4. The selected area diffrac-
ion pattern (see insert in Fig. 4) exhibits a partial ring pattern,
ndicating the nano-crystalline nature of Si within the amor-
hous carbon matrix. The change from the amorphous nature
f Si in SLA1025/Si versus partially crystalline nature of Si in
LA1025/Si/C sample is explained by the authors as a result of
high temperature heat-treatment (in excess of 1000 ◦C), which

he sample was subjected to during the process of stabilization
ig. 3. TEM micrographs of Si nano-particles on the surface of composite
LA1025/Si.
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ig. 4. TEM micrographs of carbon coated silicon-natural graphite composite
sample SLA1025/Si/C).

f less than 50 nm, and became more irregular as compared with
he amorphous silicon, which was distributed on the precursor
arbon, SLA1025/Si.

.2. Electrochemical characterization

.2.1. Electrochemical performance of SLA1025 graphite
In the present work, the performance of as-received and sil-

con modified SLA1025 graphite grades in the electrodes of
ithium-ion batteries were evaluated.

Fig. 5 shows voltage profiles of the as-received graphite at
ifferent current densities (the values are reported in the C-
ates). The experiment was conducted in the CR2016 coin cells

ith a Li metal counter electrode. On the first charge (inter-

alation), the potential drops rapidly after slight retardation at
pproximately 0.8 V. The main intercalation and deintercalation
f lithium takes place at potentials of lower than 0.3 V versus

ig. 5. Profiles of charge/discharge potentials of the round-edge purified natural
raphite (grade SLA1025) at different current density (the discharge profiles at
/5, C/2 and C are not shown). Please note the difference between the first
ischarge (dotted line) at C/15 and the second cycle, which is due to formation
f the SEI.

(
q
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o
t
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i/Li+ reference electrode and is accompanied by three poten-
ial plateaus. The initial capacity of SLA1025 on deintercalation
f Li+ was seen to be Q1 = 352 mAh g−1 at the current density
f 25 mA g−1 (∼C/15) within the range of cut-off potentials of
.01 and 1.5 V. The capacity consumed upon the first charge is
ot fully recovered upon the following discharge. The capacity
hat cannot be recovered is called the “irreversible capacity loss”
nd is observed at the first charge/discharge cycles. Irreversible
apacity was Δ1 = 8.5%. At the second and subsequent cycles,
raphite SLA1025 shows a good reversibility with a Coulombic
fficiency of ∼100%. The reversible specific capacity depends
n the current rate applied. With the increase of the current
ensity from C/15 to C, the capacity of SLA1025 decreased
rom 352 to 158 mAh g−1. On the other hand, the capacity of
LA125 was still quite high (267 mAh g−1) at the current density
f 70 mA g−1 (∼C/5). The typical voltage profile of Li deinter-
alation was still evident at high current rate. Thus, it should
e noted that the decrease of capacity may also be related to
he polarization of Li counter electrode, which could not be
eversibly charged/discharged at high current density.

The above-mentioned hypothesis has been validated in a
ree-electrode electrochemical cell of a T-cell configuration. By
esign, all three electrodes in this cell were lithium. Fig. 6
epresents a typical current–potential curve for determining
olarization resistance. It should be mentioned that the current
ensity at 1 C rate for electrodes with active loading of graphite
n the range of 6–12 mg cm−2 lead to a current density of about
–4 mA cm−2 per surface area of Li electrode. The polariza-
ion of Li electrode at such current density could be in the range
.2–0.4 V according to Fig. 6. Thus, high polarization of Li elec-
rode could not allow the intercalation of Li into graphite at the
ppropriate range of potentials.

The curves in Fig. 7 depict prolonged cycling performance of
LA1025-based electrode at a current density rate of 25 mA g−1

∼C/15). It can be seen that the capacity of SLA1025 was
uite stable during the cycling. It should be noted that graphite

LA1025 was able to efficiently work at electrode densities
f about 1.6 g cm−3, allowing for up to 25% improvement of
he electrode energy density in comparison with that for a non-
pherical graphite.

ig. 6. Current density as a function of electrode potential of Li electrode in the
M LiPF6 in EC/DMC.
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ig. 7. Specific capacity vs. cycle number for the round-edge purified natural
raphite (grade SLA1025). Capacities were obtained at ∼C/15 (25 mA g−1) rate.
he cut-off potentials were 1.5 V for charge and 0.01 V for discharge.

.2.2. Electrochemical performance of SLA1025/Si
omposite

Fig. 8 shows voltage profiles of SLA1025 modified by
.2 wt% of Si (denoted as SLA1025/Si) at the current den-
ity of 30 mA g−1. At the first intercalation and deintercalation,
he capacity of SLA1025/Si composite was 705 mAh g−1 and

590 mAh g−1, respectively. The irreversible capacity loss was
0%, which is quite high for applications in practical lithium-ion
atteries. Taking into account the capacity of SLA1025 deter-
ined in the previous experiments, the capacity of Si (QSi) can

e expressed as (2):

Si = (QSLA1025/Si − QSLA1025 × CSLA1025)

CSi
(2)

here QSLA1025/Si is the specific capacity of SLA1025/Si;
SLA1025 the specific capacity of graphite SLA1025; CSLA1025

he weight fraction of graphite SLA1025; and CSi is a weight
raction of silicon in the composite material SLA1025/Si.
The calculation using Eq. (2) gives a capacity value of approx-
mately 3910 mAh g−1 for the first alloying reaction between
ithium and Si (upon first intercalation), and 2960 mAh g−1 for
he first reaction upon deintercalation. These data show that alloy

ig. 8. Profiles of the charge/discharge potentials of the natural graphite mod-
fied by 9.2 wt% nano-sized silicon (SLA1025/Si grade) at current density of
0 mA g−1.
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ano-sized particles of silicon (SLA1025/Si grade). Capacities were obtained
ith a current density 30 mA g−1. The cut-off potentials were 1.5 V for charge

nd 0.01 V for discharge.

ike Li3.5Si or higher content of Li could be formed during inter-
alation of Li into Si. In the papers [15,45], the authors reported
he possibility of the formation of such alloys at low tempera-
ure. The obtained data agrees closely with the specific capacity
f amorphous Si reported by Jung et al. [20].

Fig. 9 shows how the specific capacity versus cycle number
hanges for SLA1025/Si. The cycling was performed at a con-
tant current of 30 mA g−1. Unfortunately, electrodes of such
ype show sharp capacity decay during the cycling. The mech-
nism of this fading should be investigated in more depth in the
uture. The simple volumetric expansion of amorphous Si [9]
s, most likely, one, but not the only factor responsible for the
apid capacity fade. This is due to the fact that Si was obtained
n the form of nano-particles, which were well dispersed in the
ulk graphite material. Some ideas about the reasons for C/Si
omposite capacity fade were expressed in the work by Dimov
t al. [45,46]. The authors speculate over an idea that electrodes
ased on Si may be loosing the contact between the current col-
ector and the active layer. Thus, improved cycling performance
as observed in the case of a three-dimensional current collector

for example, Ni foam) [27]. In our tests, we have also estab-
ished that after cycling, the graphite layer has had virtually no
dhesion with the copper foil, while particle-to-particle cohe-
ion was near perfect. In other words, the graphite layer, which
ost contact with copper foil was quite homogeneous with any
ther deformation of the graphite films not being evident. There-
ore, we suggest that loss of adhesion of the active layer to the
urrent collector leads to capacity fade. Further investigation
f this hypothesis continues. The easiest way to optimize the
lectrode was to encapsulate the graphite coated with silicon
ith an amorphous coating and at the same time a hard carbon

oating—an approach discussed in the next section.

.2.3. Electrochemical performance of SLA1025/Si/C
omposite
The SLA1025/Si composite was further optimized by apply-
ng the rigid carbon coating as an outer shell around each
i-coated particle of graphite. Carbon coating is now a stan-
ard technique, which Superior Graphite applies to its advanced
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Fig. 10. Profiles of the charge/discharge potentials of the carbon coated
silicon–graphite composite (SLA1025/Si/C grade) cycled at different current
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ensities (the discharge profiles at C/10, C/5, C/2, C are not shown).

ithium-ion battery grades of graphite. Its nature and properties
ave been discussed earlier [42,49]. Results of our experiments
ave shown this optimization to be a promising approach, which
an significantly improve the properties of the Si-based compos-
te materials. Additionally, the authors of [46,47] also report

much better cycling performance with their carbon coated
ilicon and other Si-based materials.

There are two effects of carbon coating: (i) the carbon coating
hould be diminishing the expansion of Si particles; (ii) the car-
on coating is believed to be partially suppressing the reaction
f Si particles with lithium ions. The later may subsequently be
eading to the formation of dense blocks and clusters, which are
nable to take part in the electrochemical processes.

Fig. 10 shows the voltage profiles of the SLA1025/Si/C
omposite grade at different current densities. Such types of
aterials are characterized by the presence of a large potential

lateau in the range of potentials from 0.3 to 0.5 V in their dein-
ercalation profiles. It appears that that the high capacity increase
ith this material is caused by Li alloying reaction with sili-

on nano-particles. At the first intercalation and deintercalation
eactions, the SLA1025/Si/C composite demonstrated capacity
alues of 657 and 604 mAh g−1, respectively. The irreversible
apacity loss of as low as 8.1% has been observed with this mate-
ial, which is a promising value for the practical application in
ull lithium-ion batteries [1]. To the best of our knowledge, this
s the first time that such a low irreversible capacity of Si-based

aterials is being reported in the literature. As one can judge
rom the comparison of Figs. 5 and 10, graphite SLA1025/Si/C
as shown higher capacity than pure graphite (SLA1025) by
pproximately a factor of 1.6.

With the increase of the current density from C/20 to C, the
apacity of SLA1025/Si/C composite decreased from 604 to
22 mAh g−1 while the capacity of SLA1025/Si/C was still very
igh (434 mAh g−1) at a current density of 80 mA g−1 (∼C/5

ate). This observation resulted in conclusion that the Si-based
ompounds can also be intercalated/deintercalated quickly. A
ypical voltage plateau at about 0.4 V, which is related with
elithiation of Si, was presented on all curves obtained at the

e
g
c
c

lectrode, based on natural graphite modified by 7.9 wt% carbon-coated silicon-
atural graphite composite (SLA1025/Si/C grade).

igh current density. It should be noted that capacity of Si-based
nodes was higher than that for the anodes based on graphite
LA1025 at all current densities studied. The decrease of capac-

ty at the high rate may also be explained by the limitations of
he testing device, in that the high polarization of Li counter
lectrode may have played a role in preventing the intercalation
f Li at the appropriate range of potentials.

Calculation using Eq. (2) gives a capacity value of approx-
mately 3840 mAh g−1 for the first alloying reaction between
ithium and Si (upon the first intercalation), and 3410 mAh g−1

or the first de-alloying reaction at a current density of
0 mA g−1. These data suggests that alloys of an approximate
omposition of Li3.5Si or even the alloys with higher content of
i could be formed during the reaction between Li and Si.

An XRD investigation of electrode based on SLA1025/Si/C
as been conducted in order to determine the crystallographic
ature of the alloy. Fig. 11 compared the X-ray difractograms of
he electrode before (curve 1) and after (curve 2) intercalation.
tarting from fully delithiated graphite with 0 0 2 peak at around
6.6◦ (d0 0 2 = 3.35 Å) the peak shifted to the lower angle. After
ull lithiation at 0 V versus Li in graphite the 0 0 1 peak typical
or of stage 1 was seen to be at 24.2◦ (e.g. d0 0 1 = 3.71 Å), as pre-
ented by the X-ray diffraction pattern (curve 2). However, there
re no new considerable peaks, which deal with Si alloy forma-
ion. Probably the electrochemically formed alloy of Si leads to
ormation of compounds which are partly or completely amor-
hous. Similar conclusion was drawn in Refs. [50,51] where
i+ insertion in the silicon was studied in detail using various

echniques.
Fig. 12 shows a long-term cycling performance of SLA1025/

i/C-based electrode at the current density of 30 mA g−1. It
epicts much better cycling performance than the composite
f SLA1025/Si. Thus, the carbon coating has improved, and the
apacity stability of Si particles was reached, probably, due to

nhancement of the binding strength between the particles of
raphite and silicon. Further studies are needed to clarify the
apacity fading mechanism, which is still taking place with the
omposite material in question.
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Fig. 12. Specific capacity vs. cycle number of the carbon coated silicon–graphite
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added in the ratio of 1:3. Fig. 14 shows the discharge curves
for the electrode, based on the selected optimum composition
at different current rates. The discharge capacity of LiCoO2 at

Table 1
Electrode compositions vs. capacity of LiCoO2 at different current rates

Content of conductive additives
in the cathode (%)

Current rate

ABG 1005 PUREBLACK®

205–110 Carbon
C/10 C/5 C/2 C

100 – 121 109 87 58
omposite (sample SLA1025/Si/C). Capacities were obtained at current den-
ity of 30 mA g−1. The cut-off potentials were 1.5 V for charge and 0.01 V for
ischarge.

.2.4. Electrochemical characterization of the cathode
The KNUTD has developed a set of unique laboratory equip-

ent for the four-point measurement of the electrical resistance
f active materials, which can be compacted to pellets or rings
t a pressure up to 3 metric tonnes per square centimeter. The
our-point measurement method is very accurate and reliable, as
t diminishes the possibility of errors due to possible poor con-
acts and polarization effects. The above-mentioned equipment
llows optimizing the content of the active materials versus the
ontent of conductive diluents and other additives in the elec-
rodes. It has been used in our design work with the high-energy
ensity batteries, as reported below.

In order to select the best conductivity enhancement additive
or LiCoO2 matrix, initially authors carried out the measure-
ents of conductivity of the cathode masses based on MnO2 (the

ize of particle was in the same range as that for LiCoO2). The
lectrodes also contained 10 wt% carbon materials and 5 wt%
VDF. The MnO2 was chosen in order to avoid the loss of
nvironmentally unfriendly LiCoO2 (for each measurement the
evice uses approximately 5 g of metal oxide). Fig. 13 shows
he resistance of active mass depending on pressure and type of
arbon diluents used.

Tests have shown that the lowest resistance is demonstrated
y a cathode mass based on the expanded graphite (ABG1005,
BG74, ABG1015 grades). The lowest resistance of all the
aterials tested was seen for an electrode composition based

n the expanded graphite ABG1005. These graphitic materials
ere selected for the development of electrode.
The electrochemical properties of LiCoO2 electrode were

xamined using the CR2016 coin-type half-cells with Li-foil
ounter electrode. The charge/discharge behaviour of the cath-
de was evaluated in the course of galvanostatic cycling at the
ifferent current rates within the potential range of 2.5–4.2 V.
he electrochemical investigations have shown that highly com-

acted electrodes based on ABG1005 alone, used as conductive
dditive, demonstrate low capacity and high polarization. It
eems that applying a high compaction pressure during the
alendaring of the expanded graphite between the rolls dimin-
ig. 13. The resistance (R) of active mass depending on pressure (P) of formation
f samples based on MnO2 (85 wt%) as a function of carbon diluent (10 wt%).
he balance of electrode composition is made up by 5 wt% PVDF binder.

shes the electrode porosity and therefore the electrolyte content
n the bulk of the electrode. The carbon black and a new
orm of conductive additive on the battery market, known
s PUREBLACK® Carbon (commercial product of Superior
raphite Co., USA [48]) were seen to be good at complementing
erformance of expanded graphite in the cathodes. These mate-
ials are good at adsorbing electrolyte and were seen to improve
he mobility of Li+ within the electrode.

The improvement of performance of power sources by appli-
ation of the PUREBLACK® Carbon have been shown in Refs.
44,48]. The PUREBLACK® Carbon, being an ultra pure par-
ially graphitized carbon black with properties exceeding those
f battery grade acetylene blacks have higher conductivity than
arbon black and feature higher packing density. Thus, the appli-
ation of PUREBLACK® Carbon is preferable.

Electrodes with different contents of expanded graphite and
UREBLACK® Carbon were developed. The composition of
lectrodes versus capacity of LiCoO2 at different current rates
s summarized in Table 1. The highest capacity of LiCoO2 at
he high current density was obtained from electrodes based on
he mixture of PUREBLACK® Carbon and expanded graphite
– 100 141 126 112 82
30 70 140 135 123 113
50 50 138 131 111 92
70 30 139 134 132 130
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rized in Table 2. The data presented is initial discharge values.
For reference, the cell based on silicon–graphite composite
(SLA1025/Si/C) was built from a 136 mAh g−1 LiCoO2 cathode
ig. 14. Profiles of charge/discharge potentials of the cathode based on LiCoO2

t different current densities.

C/10 was seen to be 139 mAh g−1, while it was 130 mAh g−1

t the high rate (∼C).

.2.5. Design parameters and electrochemical performance
n the full lithium-ion cells

Electrochemical performance of the silicon–carbon-based
omposite anodes was also assessed in the full cells. This is one
f the first published reports by the authors on the full lithium-ion
ell performance.

A critical design parameter of the full lithium-ion cells
ecame a need to properly balance the overall capacity of
iCoO2-based cathode with the practical output capacity of the
raphite and/or silicon–carbon composite anode. In this case,
he higher capacity capability of the anode made it possible to

ake it thinner, and accordingly, make up for the free in-cell
olume with a thicker cathode.

It should be noted that if a lithium-ion cell were to be designed
s being cathode limited, the deficit of LiCoO2 in it would
uickly lead to a decrease in capacity of such a cell. On the
ontrary, the excess of LiCoO2 could lead to decrease of the oper-
ting cell voltage because the charge and discharge of graphite
t the counter electrode would be occurring in a too narrow of
range of potentials. Too heavy loading of the cathode active

ould additionally lead to such an undesirable side reaction, as
ithium metal deposition onto the anode during the charge pro-
ess. In the case of metallic lithium plating on the electrode
urface, it will be reacting with the electrolyte and may initiate
thermal runaway reaction in the cell [2].

Thus, the actual capacity ratio of the cathode to anode became
n optimum based on a trade-off between the desire for higher
apacity in the cells and the need for a safety factor to be
ngineered into the cell design. Specifically, the optimum cell
alance was found to be with the mass ratio between LiCoO2 and
raphite modified by silicon as 3.9, and 2.3 for the non-modified
raphite-containing cells, respectively.

A series of full lithium-ion rechargeable cells were devel-

ped in the CR2016 coin cell configuration. The lithium-ion
oin cell was designed with a constant total thickness of elec-
rodes in order to evaluate the effect of negative electrode active

aterial modification by Si-based composites. The thickness of

F
l
T
r

ig. 15. The thickness of electrodes and corresponding volume fraction of elec-
rodes in the coin cells based on graphite SLA1025 (1) and SLA1025/Si/C
omposite (2) anodes.

lectrodes and corresponding volume fractions are shown on
he diagram represented by Fig. 15. The higher specific capac-
ty of the graphite modified by silicon allows for decreasing the
raphite content in the lithium-ion battery by a factor of 1.6.
herefore, the fraction of the capacity of the positive electrode
as increased in order to compensate for the freed-up volume

n the cells. The coin cell based on SLA1025/Si/C composite
node had noticeably higher discharge capacity (6.8 mAh) than
he cell based on baseline SLA1025 graphite anode (5.6 mAh).

Figs. 16 and 17 demonstrate typical voltage profiles of
ithium-ion cells based on SLA1025 and SLA1025/Si/C, respec-
ively. The capacity of these cells is only slightly decreased with
he increase of the current density from C/10 to C rate. Thus, both
f types of cells can be charged/discharged at “high” (practical)
urrent rates.

The electrochemical characteristics of full cells are summa-
ig. 16. Profiles of the charge/discharge voltage for the full rechargeable
ithium-ion coin cell using the anode based on natural graphite (grade SLA1025).
he cut-off voltages were 4.2 V for charge and 2.5 V for discharge. The capacity

ates were C/5, C/2 and C.
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Table 2
Characteristics of rechargeable lithium-ion coin cells as a function of graphite type used in the anode composition

Grade of graphite U (V) Capacity of cell (mAh) QLiCoO2 (mAh g−1) Qgraphite (mAh g−1) Energy density

Wh kg−1a Wh l−1

SLA1025 4.2 5.6 132
SLA1025/Si/C 4.2 6.8 136

a The weight of 2016 cell enclosure is not considered.

Fig. 17. Profiles of the charge/discharge voltage for the full rechargeable
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ithium-ion coin cell using the anode based on carbon coated silicon–graphite
omposite (sample SLA1025/Si/C). The cut-off voltages were 4.2 V for charge
nd 2.5 V for discharge. The capacity rates were C/5, C/2 and C.

nd a 531 mAh g−1 composite graphite anode. In the reported
alues of the gravimetric energy density, the weight of the cell
nclosure was not included as it is a function of the cell size and
ould have added unnecessary error if it were included.
An analysis of the data presented, results in a conclusion

hat full lithium-ion cells based on graphite–silicon composite
nodes display approximately 20% higher gravimetric and vol-
metric specific energy densities than those for the cells based
n baseline natural graphite anodes.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the
erformance advantages of the Si–graphite based composite
aterials was reported in the full cell configuration, which is

ery close to the practical lithium-ion battery. Achieving this
esult was possible due to the low irreversible capacity loss of
he SLA1025/Si/C material, and also as a result of the focused
ffort on optimization of cathode to anode ratio with these new
aterials.

. Conclusions

Modifications of graphite by silicon appears to be a promising
pproach to increasing the specific capacity of both the neg-
tive electrodes and that of the full lithium-ion batteries. The
est results were achieved with composite materials based on
hermally purified natural graphite first coated with 7.9 wt%

ano-sized silicon and then enclosed into the hard shell of an
morphous carbon coating. Such materials were engineered and
anufactured by Superior Graphite Co. (USA), and are referred

o in the paper as SLA1025/Si/C composites.

t
F
t
p

304 168 588
531 200 714

The cathode to anode ratio of the full lithium-ion cells
eeds to be optimized in order to capitalize on the benefits
f application of the higher capacity anodes. In an opti-
ized cell configuration, we have seen an approximately 20%

igher gravimetric and volumetric specific energy densities
hen a 360 mAh g−1 natural graphite (SLA1025) negative

lectrode active material was substituted with a 531 mAh g−1

ilicon–graphite composite SLA1025/Si/C.
Stabilization carbon coating of the silicon–graphite com-

osite resulted in a low irreversible capacity material
approximately 80 mAh g−1 (8.1%)), whose stability upon pro-
onged cycling has been dramatically improved over the cycling
tability performance characteristics of the uncoated Si–graphite
omposite, studied by us and also by other authors. The mecha-
ism of capacity fading with certain silicon–graphite composites
annot be simplistically explained by volumetric changes of sil-
con during its alloying reaction with lithium ions, and will be
tudied in more depth in the future.

An attempt to find the optimum conductive diluents for the
iCoO2 cathode was also made. The best performing conduc-

ivity enhancement matrix for the cathodes studied was found to
e a combination of 5 �m expanded graphite (ABG1005) with a
ew material on the battery market: a 200 nm, partially graphi-
ized carbon black, known as PUREBLACK® 205–110 Carbon.
he highest capacity of LiCoO2 cathodes at the high current den-
ity has been obtained from electrodes based on the mixture of
UREBLACK® Carbon with expanded graphite, taken in the
atio of 1:3.

Future focus by the battery community on the proposed
ew materials and concepts appears to represent a viable new
irection, which may result in creation of the next gener-
tion lithium-ion battery technologies featuring significantly
mproved energy density outputs.
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